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agnus, come outside and play with 

me.” screamed Clary. 

“No,” bellowed Magnus.  

 Magnus was inside while Clary was outside 

jumping on the trampoline.  

“ 
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“Ahhhhhhhhhh,” a voice came from out-

side.  

Magnus ran to see what happened. When 

he got outside, Clary ran inside at the pace 

of a bullet train. 
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Magnus had a look and he saw a majestic 

like unicorn, a terrible shark, a bald donkey, 

a sharp rocket and a magical bird all in one. 

Magnus had a good look again and he could 

see the uni-sharkadonkey-brocket had     

children in its pods.  
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The uni-sharkadonkey-brocket flew off 

shooting up into the sky. Magnus ran and 

collected Clary and they jumped in their     

invisible jet. They followed the                    

uni-sharkadonkey-brocket to its cave. 
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Magnus and Clary followed uni-shark     

donkey-brocket in and they saw that it was 

getting all of the children out.  

Magnus ran out and announced, “What are 

you going to do with them?”  
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“I’m going to keep them as my friends until 

they are wrinkly,  decrepit old people.” 

“So that’s why you kidnapped the          

children,” cried Clary hiding behind a rock. 
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One of the kidnapped children threw a stick 

at the uni-shark donkey-brocket. It went    

berserk making the cave collapse.  
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Magnus and Clary ran and got the children. 

They all escaped in time. but the thing was 

still in there, to live another day. 
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Hi, I am Tom Geoffrey McCallum. I go to          

Deniliquin North Public School. My favourite 

things to do are: being with my friends, playing 

footy, cricket and other sports. My teacher this 

year it Miss Smith. This year I have been           

selected into the Western Riverina footy and 

cricket teams, and I am a Prefect at Deni North. 



What they said about the Uni-

sharkadonkey-brocket 

 

‘This is better than the Magna    

Carta.’ (Richard the Lion Heart)  

 

‘Howzat book.’ (Shane Warne)  

 

‘I was going to get physical but I 

decided to read this book.’ (Olivia 

Newton John)  


